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Executive Summary

Our team conducted usability testing and a user survey to get feedback from current BPL

patrons (familiar users) as well as those from a larger audience (unfamiliar users) in order

to better understand and design for user needs. Through our research and analysis, we

gained deeper insights that were both surprising and helpful.Wewere able to compile

various common trends and themes from our users’ experiences using the Special

Collections website and attempting to request materials. Somemain areas that we found

needing improvement were: general navigation issues with finding the Search &Discover

page alongside linked pages, difficulties finding where to get help, unclear images and

descriptions, and confusion with the discovery tools and item request features.

In addition to our analysis we further empathized with our users through personas, value

propositions, and use case scenarios. In this report, wewill highlight thesemainmethods

and research insights from the past fewweeks based on the current state of the online

catalog search. To finish, wewill list out requirements based on ourmain findings to focus

in on certain areas for our prototype iterations. These include business requirements for

BPL staff and library standards, user requirements for ease of use and accessibility, and

functional requirements for consistency on the online platform.

Project Description

The Boston Public Librarymission is dedicated to four main areas, including “reading and

literacy, spaces and programs, reference and instruction, and special collections and

cultural heritage.”1 In order to uphold these principles, the Special Collections department

wishes to improve their digital catalog search and guide patrons to their desired research

materials. During the Covid-19 pandemic, the library took initiative tomakemore of their

materials available digitally and thus began the long process of adding a variety of items to

their digital catalogs.With this came updates and increased usage of the online search

system and a need tomake Special Collectionsmore accessible to patrons, which was one

of the platforms that was digitized.

BPL currently uses several discovery systems in order to organize their Special

Collectionsmaterials digitally. This has caused issues wherein patrons are unable to

identify different materials and artifacts that they are looking for. Currently, these

platforms cannot be unified into a single one, so the goals is to improve the online

navigation experience of the BPL Special Collections website to inform users about what

these unique platforms contain and how theywork, so it’s been the case that individuals,

1 “About the BPL,” Boston Public Library, accessed January 11, 2023., https://www.bpl.org/about-the-bpl/.
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especially those new to the platforms, struggle with using and navigating the systems. In

the past, there was not a condensed online space that informed users about what these

unique platforms contain and how theywork, so it’s been the case that individuals,

especially those new to the platforms, struggle with using and navigating the systems.

Thus, Special Collections’ staff have often had to provide guidance, which can be

time-consuming. As of now, however, the BPL has attempted to resolve this issue by

creating a web page (www.bpl.org/special-collections/search/) that describes and

provides links to each of their discovery platforms.

Project Goals

For this project, our primary goal is to provide a way for the BPL stakeholders tomore

easily access and navigate Special Collectionsmaterials offered through themultiple

discovery platforms, which has discoverability effects on users as well as having impact on

how staff assist users in finding content. This should allow users to spend less time figuring

out the search system andmore time accessing their desired content.

Another goal is to center our research and design around user needs and complaints. By

conducting extensive user research, we hope to highlight the primary concerns of current

BPL patrons.Wewill attempt tomeasure the success rates of users when finding desired

materials and aim tomake this process more intuitive.

Our final goal is to improve the experience of Boston Public Library staff wherein they will

be able to spend less time directing patrons on how to use the Special Collections search

catalog. One of the aims of our project is to ensure that the staff are able to similarly

navigate the Special Collections pages easily.

Research Goals

1. Gain insight onwhat motivates familiar users to use the Special Collections over

other resources and positive aspects of the website

2. Better understand how familiar users go about finding and requestingmaterials

3. Better understand first impressions and assumptions of new users to the Special

Collections search

4. Get a user flow that demonstrates how people (new and returning) find and

request materials

5. Determine issues and pain points that familiar and new users encounter
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ResearchQuestions

● Whatmotivates users to access the BPL Special Collectionsmaterials?

● Are users satisfiedwith the current process for finding and requesting Special

Collections items online?

● Do new users find the BPL Special Collections search intuitive? Can they

successfully locate and request to access thesematerials either digitally or in the

Reading Room?

● What are themain pain points of using the current Special Collections search?

● Can new users figure out how to ask for help if needed?

Research Plan &Methodologies

The researchmethods for this project include an online survey and usability testing.

Surveys were sent out to familiar users whowere identified as willing to participate in

future research by BPL. AQR code link was also posted in the Reading Room at BPL. 9

usability tests were conducted by the research teamwith users unfamiliar with the BPL

website using the current Special Collections search. These included students at the

University ofMichigan, family members, and UMich Special Collections librarians.

Recruitment was conducted using convenience sampling and email outreach to UMich

library staff.

Familiar Users

Familiar users are BPL Staff and BPL patrons, specifically authors, artists, and scholars

who have successfully identifiedwhat they are looking for andmade it into the in-person

reading room. BPL used a list of people who have successfully made it to the in-person

reading room in order to email out the survey to patrons. Additionally, they sent out the

survey to other BPL staff members. The survey opened 1/25/2023 and is still open as of

the creation of this report.

Purpose

The research questions were:

● Whatmotivates users to access the BPL Special Collectionsmaterials?

● Are users satisfiedwith the current process for finding and requesting Special

Collections items online?

● What are themain pain points of using the current Special Collections search?

Because familiar users have experience navigating the Special Collections page and

understand how theywork, the survey questions focused on gaining insights into familiar
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users' thoughts, issues, and pain points from their past experiences rather than identifying

specific usability issues with the Special Collections page.

Methodology

To learnmore about familiar users' thoughts, issues, and pain points with using the Special

Collections page, we used online surveying as our researchmethod utilizing Qualtrics.

Surveying allowed us to combat location constraints to be able to gain insight from

patrons and staff currently in Boston and using BPL services.We recruitedmembers from

the list of BPL patrons given to us by the Special Collections coordinating team. The

questions askedwhether patrons have been satisfiedwith their experience with the

online search catalog, what aspects they like, what parts they found confusing, and how

they have gotten help if needed (see survey link for entire list of questions).

User ResearchMaterials

In order to conduct our surveys, we prepared a survey design that further details our

goals, research objectives and the layout with specific questions. After revising our

surveys according to instructor and peer feedback, we usedQualtrics to build the survey

for optimal data analysis features. The survey link was sent out twice (once per week) by

BPL staff to their willing participant list and once to BPL staff throughmass email with a

direct link.

Unfamiliar Users

Unfamiliar users are BPL patrons who don’t have previous experience with navigating the

department’s corresponding website. These individuals include students, scholars,

authors, and artists who are interested in using BPL’s Special Collections.

Purpose

The research questions that we are focusing on:

● Do new users find the BPL Special Collections search intuitive? Can they

successfully locate and request to access thesematerials either digitally or in the

Reading Room?

● What are themain pain points of using the current Special Collections search?

● Can new users figure out how to ask for help if needed?

These users had varying experience using library services, especially with Special

Collections and Reading Room services for in-person appointments. Their unfamiliarity

with using the website means that they had no background on how the discovery

platforms or Reading Room appointment creation for BPLworked. As such, our team
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wanted to focus on gaining insights on their experience with attempting these actions and

any usability issues they face while using the Special Collections webpages for the first

time.

Methodology

Regarding unfamiliar users, conducted usability testing combinedwith additional

follow-up questions that match an interviewing researchmethod.We recruited

interviewees through convenience sampling due to time constraints and difficulties with

reaching out to those living in Boston remotely.We tried to find users with varying

degrees of knowledgewith library and technical systems, ranging fromworking adults

outside the university, students with research experience, to Special Collections

Librarians at the University ofMichigan. Questions focused on qualitative observations

and initial impressions of the search catalog (see link to script for specific questions).

User ResearchMaterials

To conduct our usability tests, we created a script that explains our list of tasks, research

objectives and follow-up questions after the tests are complete.We conducted interviews

both in-personwith close observation of task completion and remotely on Zoomwith

screen sharing capabilities. All interviews were recorded and several of the sessions had

two teammembers (one interviewer and one note taker). Tasks included finding specific

areas of the Special Collections page, completing specific search tasks, and scheduling a

Reading Room appointment.

Research Results

Participant Demographic Summary

● Familiar users (surveys):

○ BPL staff

○ BPL patrons who have successfully completed a Reading Room visit (emails

saved by staff)

○ BPL patrons who have recently visited the Reading Room (QR code in

physical library)

● Unfamiliar users (usability tests/interviews):

○ University ofMichigan students

○ University ofMichigan Special Collections librarians

○ Adults with less research/library experience
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Key Findings

After releasing our survey to familiar users and BPL staff as well as conducting nine

usability tests with unfamiliar users, we compiled our data in Google spreadsheets (refer

to Appendix C). Below are some of our findings for each researchmethod (which can be

found in Appendix C):

Surveys

Theme Findings

Findingmaterials/discovery tools ● Familiar users experience difficulties with

filtering through collections and accessing

information quickly

○ "I had trouble understanding how to

accomplish the several steps to

understandwhat was in there."

● Familiar users find that clear discovery tool

headers and descriptions aremajorly

important

● Images and descriptionsmay not be

recognizable to all demographics

○ "I'm old enough to knowwhat a card

catalog is and how it works, but I

wonder if others are..."

Getting Help ● Several users either access or search for tips

on the Special Collections web pages and/or

talk to a librarian, archivist, or curator

General Navigation issues ● Users believe that BPL’s Special Collections

web pages aremostly easy to navigate, but

general confusion about Special Collections’

tools still exists

○ "I think the images for the different

departments and research centers

help communicate their purpose. The

differences between the images for

"archives.bpl.org," "Research
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Catalog," and "Collections A-Z" is

rather subtle and could be clearer,

though I admit I do not know how I

would suggest doing so."

○ "Sometimes they provide very

efficient access to rarematerials."

○ "Satisfactory, but not as accessible as

other archival searches"

● Users don’t believe that Special Collections

is featured prominently on the BPLmain

website

Usability Tests / Interviews

Based on the below rainbow spreadsheet and comments from our participants, we have

developed both quantitative and qualitative findings that will help inform our design

requirements.

Quantitative Findings

Tasks that unfamiliar user had themost success with completing:

Task Success Rate

Navigating to where to get help fromBPL staff 9/9

Locating where tomake a Reading Room appointment after finding an
item

8/9

Tasks that unfamiliar users had the least success with completing:

Task Unsuccess Rate
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Locating where tomake a Reading Room appointment for the first
time

3/9

Navigating to the “Search &Discover” page (and finding the discovery
tools)

3/9

Finding a department's searching guide 4/9

Creating a request for a Reading Room appointment 3/9

Qualitative Findings

Finding Evidence

Confusion regarding information on the
“Search &Discover” page ● Many users (P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8)

found images and descriptions used

in detailing the various discovery

tools not informative enough in

differentiating themultiple

platforms and explaining what they

include (ex. Digital Commonwealth)

Issues finding and using themultiple
discovery tools

● A few users (P3, P4, P7, P9)
struggled with knowing that they
could go to the “Search &Discover”
page to learn about and/or proceed
to the different discovery platforms
(ex. one user thought that it was
more obvious to go to the “UseOur
Collections” page to search for
items)

● Some users (P3, P7) weren’t sure
how to use the tools after
navigating to them

Navigation problemswith requesting to
viewmaterials via the Reading Room

● Users sometimes struggled with
either knowing that they had to go
to their Reading Room account to
request an item (P6) or how to get
there (P2)

● Many users (P2, P5, P6, P8) had
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difficulties with knowing where to
gowithin their Reading Room
account to request an item because
they thought the links were hard to
find (and one user expected that
they could request an item from a
discovery tool)

● One user (P1) didn’t know the
difference between Special
Collections and the general BPL

General navigation difficulties on the BPL’s
website and Special Collections pages

● Users (P1, P2, P3, P5, P7) would
often head to incorrect pages due
tomisunderstanding labels

● Many users (P1, P3, P4, P9)
struggled with finding the Special
Collections section from the BPL’s
website home page

● Some users either didn’t knowwhat
departments within Special
Collections were (P5, P8) or were
unfamiliar with what research
guides were (P7)

● There was some confusion about
knowing what content was going to
be on certain pages due to a lack of
standout information located at the
top (P6, P9)

● Users (P2, P8) experienced

difficulty in navigating between

pages (ex. between the discovery

platforms and the Special

Collections webpages)

Analysis

For our research analysis, we used both affinity diagramming and spreadsheets to

compare common themes across our findings.We further aimed to understand our users

through user personas, creating value propositions, and use case scenarios.
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AffinityMapping

Some preliminary assumptions we hadwere that the images and descriptions on the

“Search &Discover” page would be confusing, broad topics/items are difficult to search

for, and catalog guides are difficult to access. Most of our assumptions were validated in

that understanding the sections of the Special Collectionsmain page was difficult for most

unfamiliar users.While most of the descriptions were helpful, multiple users claimed that

the images were a bit confusing and that accessing certain pages wasn’t themost intuitive.

One new insight we garneredwas that getting to the Special Collections page itself from

the BPL homewas somewhat challenging for amajority of our users. This likely tells us

that we need to alter the navigation bar and labeling on the Special Collections pages to

bemore clear.Wewill use themain themes from our diagramming and spreadsheets to

informwhat pain points weremost prevalent.

Familiar Users

Wehave created an affinity diagram to convey relevant themes/insights observedwith

our current results. These themes/insights are ones that we brought up in the survey

section of the Key Findings portion of this document. After gathering all of our data, we

will recreate this affinity diagram to analyze all of our findings.
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Unfamiliar Users

In regards to unfamiliar users and the usability tests/interviews we took, we first created a

rainbow spreadsheet in which we detailed which tasks were successfully completed and

bywhich users, which we differentiated using unique colors for each. After analyzing task

success among the users, we noted in our spreadsheet some difficulties faced by

unfamiliar users which contributed to their unsuccessfulness. Furthermore, when creating

our affinity diagram, teammembers jotted down significant usability issues and user

opinions they collected from their tests/interviews and differentiated the observations

based on the user with the same colors used in the rainbow spreadsheet. Once we finished

adding ourmajor findings, we grouped certain ones based on similarities in content and

came upwith overarching themes. The following themes/insights about unfamiliar users

accumulated from both our rainbow spreadsheet and affinity diagram (relevant users are

labeled as P for “participant” as they labeled in the spreadsheet image below and in

Appendix C):
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Quantitative Findings

Based on our quantitative findings from our survey, we found that unfamiliar users had

the least success with the tasks that pertained to getting started with finding items and

requesting the item for a Reading Room visit.We had originally assumedmost

participants would have themost difficulty making the connection between the Special

Collections page and the Reading RoomRequest page; however, our findings suggest that

most participants struggle with the initial steps of how to find or how to request items.

This issue in which participants struggle with understanding the initial steps of finding and

requesting items emphasizes how there are unclear instructions and navigational issues

that prevent the user from successfully finding what they are looking for.Where familiar

users understand special collections and how to navigate between the website, different

platforms, and discovery tools to findwhat they want, unfamiliar users aren’t aware of

how to use special collections and navigate the complexities of the different platforms.

With this in mind, our design requirements will have a heavy focus on discovery tools and

general navigation as well as the process of requestingmaterials.

Qualitative Findings

Based on our qualitative findings, unfamiliar users experienced navigation issues

throughout the entirety of BPL’s website. They especially struggled with finding and using

the discovery tools on the “Search &Discover” page as well as had navigational issues

whenmoving between the Special Collections home page and the Reading Room request

site. This is preval..

On tasks relating to the “Search &Discover” page and the discovery tools, unfamiliar users

faced difficulties with both due to confusion regarding the content and purpose of the

page and tools. This was a clear indication that the images, descriptions, and general

content was not informative and clear enough to the user – they were unable to

understandwhat was on the page and how to select and navigate the tools available. This

suggests that, as themain aspect of Special Collections for findingmaterials, the images,

descriptions, and content on the “Search &Discover” page and the discovery tools need to

be clearer andmore recognizable to the user.

Throughout multiple tasks, users often noted experiencing confusion with finding the

correct pages or sections of information because the website’s layouts didn’t quite match

their mental models, theymisinterpreted the type of information that would be on a page

given its label/title, or they didn’t quite understandwhat certain informationmeant (such

as what searching guides are). This was somewhat expected because unfamiliar users did
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not have prior experience with using the website or weren’t familiar with Special

Collectionsmaterials, but their confusion, again, reflects that the presentation of content,

including its hierarchy, descriptiveness, and titles, could be improved in our design to

better suit their expectations. Specifically regarding difficulties in finding content, users

particularly struggled with knowing that they had to go to a Reading Room account and/or

how to get there and use it. As such, this information needs to bemademore clear to

them.

Overall, our qualitative insights are critical in aiding our design as they point to issues

within the website that make it difficult for people to use overall.

User Personas &Value Propositions

Our research focused on familiar and unfamiliar users which included both BPL Patrons

(researchers, scholars, artists etc.) and BPL StaffMembers. Based on our surveys, which

focused on familiar users, and usability tests and interviews, which focused on unfamiliar

users, we created these user personas for each. Our user persona for BPL StaffMembers

as familiar users is still in progress due to delays in getting permission to send our survey

to staff members. Based on these personas, we further empathized with our users through

use case scenarios.

Familiar BPL Patron

For familiar users, George is a researcher and scholar that has experience and has visited

BPL’s Special Collection. He uses the Special Collections not only as a resource for various

research projects andwork but also as a way to learn and explore the vast unique archival

and arts collections. He finds that it is difficult to access information efficiently through

Special Collections in addition to understanding the difference between content.
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Familiar BPL StaffMember

For familiar users, Mary is a staff member at BPLworking as an archivist and curator. She

is passionate about archival and arts material. Mary wants to share this passion by helping

BPL patrons findwhat they are looking for in a positive and supportive way. She is

motivated by her passion for special collections and the people she helps. This can

sometimes be difficult due to the Special Collections pages being difficult to navigate at

times, information being inaccessible, and directing patrons to someonewho can correctly

answer their questions.
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Unfamiliar BPL Patron

For unfamiliar users, Anna Harte is a full time business womanwho occasionally visits

BPL. She is passionate about her work and learning. Therefore, she hopes to learnmore

about BPL and expand her knowledge based on her interests through the unique archival

and arts collections. She wants to explore these collectionsmore but is not only unfamiliar

with Special Collections but also general search and filtering functionalities.
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Value Propositions &Use Case Scenarios

To build empathy with our users, we created several use case scenarios based on various

value propositions and took into account our findings from our surveying and usability

tests and interviews.

Value Propositions Use Case Scenarios (As a user, I want to…)

Have Special Collections pagemore
accessible fromBPL home

As a user, I want to be able to find desired
tools from the home pagewithout trying
multiple navigation bar options.

Iconography to improve ease of navigation As a user, I want to have clear indications
of where links and buttons go on the
website.

More clear images, headers, and
descriptions

As a user, I want to understand the
sections, tools, and links to better
accomplish what I want.

Make the bottom of the Search &Discover
Pagemore interactive (i.e. “back to top”
button, “help”)

As a user, I want to be able to quickly
navigate at both the top and bottom of the
page.
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Have a link to the Reading Room
instructions page directly on the Search &
Discover Page

As a user, I want to be able to quickly be
able tomake appointments.

More easily identify, find, and request
archival and arts materials

As a user, I want to be able to quickly find
what I am looking for.

Clarifying different departments within
Special Collections

As a user, I want to be able to quickly find
what I am looking for.

Clarifying different departments within
Special Collections

As a user, I want to filter my search based
on departments to better narrow in on
what I am looking for

Include breadcrumbs to easily back track As a user, I want to easily go back to
previous pages that I was on.

Design/UXRequirements

Discovery Tools Navigation Requirements

One of themain features of the Search &Discover page is the Discovery Tools, themain

way for users to find and request what they are looking for. Commonly, users struggled to

discern differences between the tools and figuring out which ones to access for their
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needs. The requirements we established should help address themain paint points we

found relating to the clarity and navigation issues with the Discovery Tools.

Priority Requirement

High Priority 1. Users should be able to quickly navigate to the search &

discovery page from Special Collections

2. Users should be able to learn and expand knowledge on various

history and art topics

3. The system should adhere to classificationmethods put in place

to organize archives, arts, and rare books/manuscripts data

4. The system should only use the third party platforms and

databases present on the current BPL site (for now)

5. Users should be able to find specific rarematerials that can’t be

viewed elsewhere

6. Users should be able to understand and differentiate content in

the Special Collections page

7. The system should have discovery tool platforms open in a

separate tab

8. The system shouldmake clear which discovery tools would be

helpful for specific goals

9. The system shouldmake distinct which items are considered

Special Collections items

10.The system should have the search & discovery page be easily

accessible from the Special Collections page

Medium

Priority

1. Users should be able to discover and gain information for various

research projects andwork

2. Users should be able to efficiently book an appointment in the

BPL reading room

3. The system should have explicit descriptive captions for

discovery tools

4. The system should allow for in-person and digital to be easily

distinguished

5. The system shouldmake clearer themenu on the Special

Collections page

Low Priority 1. Users should be able to see featured and personalized content in

Special Collections
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Requesting Materials Requirements

In order to access Special Collectionsmaterials, patrons often need to request to view

them in-person in the Reading Room or online. From our testing, we found that there was

some confusion regarding where to find additional information on requestingmaterials as

well as with searching for their desired items. The requirements in this section aim to

make the systemmore intuitive for users to find their desiredmaterials andmake

appointments for the Reading Room.

Priority Requirement

High Priority 1. The system provides a way for patrons and staff of the Boston

Public Library tomore easily navigate the Special Collections’

materials offered through themultiple discovery platforms to

access both remotely andwith in-person requests

2. The system should include a direct link to the reading room page

from the Special Collections page

3. The system should have an obvious place to request items on the

specific page

Medium

Priority

1. Users should be able to efficiently book an appointment in the

BPL reading room

2. Users should be able to efficiently and effectively request a

Special Collections item

3. The system should allow for in-person and digital to be easily

distinguished

Low Priority 1. The system should encourage users tomake an appointment

with the reading room

Aesthetic & Emotional Requirements

Issues regarding organization and overall aesthetic preferences were raised inmultiple of

our user tests. These requirements aim to address issues with image sizing and clarity,

descriptions, organization on the Search &Discover page, and any other adjustments with

the intention of making the informationmore appealing to its users.

Priority Requirement

High Priority 1. The system should align with BPL’s current branding guidelines

2. The systemwill keep all current content and categories
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3. The system should have clear visual hierarchy and grouping of

items

Medium

Priority

1. The system’s organization should be up to par with other city

library andmuseumwebsites

2. The system should provide images that are descriptive and

relevant

Low Priority 1. Users should be able to have funwhile using BPL’s website

2. Users should be able to see featured and personalized content in

Special Collections

3. The system’s interface should be sleek andmodern looking

4. The system’s interface should include engaging animations and

microinteractions

General Navigation Requirements

Based on our research results and analysis, general navigation arose as a common theme.

This includes issues of finding the Special Collections and Search &Discover pages,

looking for information about making Reading Room appointments, and scrolling through

the Search &Discover content. To address these navigational issues among Special

Collections users, we have developed and prioritized various requirements tomake it

easier to find desired portions of the website in a timely manner.

Priority Requirement

High Priority 1. The system provides a way for patrons and staff of the Boston

Public Library tomore easily navigate the Special Collections’

materials offered through themultiple discovery platforms to

access both remotely andwith in-person requests

2. Users should be able to quickly navigate to Special Collections

fromBPL’s homepage

3. Users should be able to quickly navigate to the search &

discovery page from Special Collections

4. Users should be able to access information quickly

5. Users should be able to understand and differentiate content in

the Special Collections page

6. Users should be able to easily understand their past actions and

present location in the system
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7. The system should provide a quick, simple way to access BPL’s

Special Collections on the home page

8. The system should include a direct link to the reading room page

from the Special Collections page

9. The system should have discovery tool platforms open in a

separate tab

10.The system should have clear visual hierarchy and grouping of

items

11.The system shouldmake distinct which items are considered

Special Collections items

Medium

Priority

1. Users should be able to efficiently book an appointment in the

BPL reading room

2. Users should be able to efficiently and effectively request a

Special Collections item

3. The system should allow for in-person and digital to be easily

distinguished

4. The system shouldmake clearer themenu on the Special

Collections page

Low Priority 5. Users should be able to navigate through the BPLwebsite

without using “command f” or the browser’s back button

Design Process

Overview

After conducting our UX research and defining several key UX requirements (including

navigation, material requests, and aesthetic decisions), we started our process by doing

unfiltered ideation and sketching out several ideas of how to redesign the Special

Collections portion of the Boston Public Library website. Our progression thenmoved

onto low andmid fidelity prototypes where weworked as a team to utilize the feedback

from our surveys and usability testing as well as feedback from classmates and professors.

This was in order tomake sure we took into account as many perspectives as possible and

reflected on our work.

Our final design also used insights from informal Qualitative Assessment with themid

fidelity prototype using convenience sampling. Finally, we cleaned up the prototype to

follow the style guidelines as closely as possible with final adjustments made from the
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testing and class standup feedback. This was done in order to constantly improve and

iterate on our initial ideas and research results.

Iterative Progression of Design

Sketches and Low-Fidelity

Our team started with conducting unfiltered ideation based on our research results to

identify potential solutions and improvements that we could incorporate into our

redesign. Through this exercise we compiled these various design ideas discussing the

ones that we collectively believe would bemost effective and in line with our Design/UX

Requirements.Wemade sure to think about themain concerns of our personas as well to

think about how users would interact with the new tools. Most of the frustrations of our

personas were related to system visibility and the ability to use the Special Collections

tools quickly so wemade sure to highlight these concerns.
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Design/UX
Requirement

Ideating Design Solution Theme Idea

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Improving Search &Discover Clarify descriptions of
tools

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Improving Search &Discover Having different or
separate discovery
pages/sections

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Improving Search &Discover More clear instructions
about what tools there
are and how to use the
tools to findwhat you are
looking for

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Out of Scope Recommendations Emphasize search by
department and tools

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Images/Descriptions Specify which items are
in Special Collections
descriptions

Discovery Tool
Navigation

Images/Descriptions More clear descriptions
that make differences
among tools more
obvious

RequestingMaterials
Navigation

Improve System
Visibility/General Navigation

Breadcrumbs

RequestingMaterials
Navigation

Improve System
Visibility/General Navigation

Emphasizing
buttons/quick links (ex.
Drop shadows etc.)

RequestingMaterials
Navigation

Improve Text Readability Bold or highlight
important information in
large paragraph sections

Aesthetic and Emotional Images/Descriptions More recognizable or
representative images
and visuals

Aesthetic and Emotional Text Readability Break up large text
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General Navigation Images/Descriptions More detailed preview of
what information is on
the page

General Navigation Left Navigation Bar Relabel headers

General Navigation Improve System
Visibility/General Navigation

More visible back to top
button

We took these ideas and translated them into wireframe andmain screen sketches doing

them individually then comparing and discussing them as a group. They were used in

order to inform our lo-fi wireframes and prototype by finding common themes and

connections that wewanted to use. Our persona needs and use case scenarios also helped

informwhat common threads and adjustments needed to bemade.
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The initial lo-fi prototype was used in a peer critique with other UX students and course

professors to get insights on how our designs were progressing.We used these insights to

continue working on our prototype andmoved into themid and high fidelity prototypes to

be used in user testing and further iterations. Additionally, wewere able to get more

detailed information from our BPL contacts regarding style guidelines, important design

content like logos, and screenmeasurements tomake our prototype closer to

pixel-perfect.

We also created a high level user flow for the Special Collections website in order to

organize which pages wewould be prioritizing (the larger white icons). This allowed us to

use our sketches and prior user testing in order to narrow down our scope and focus on

themain pages that users were having issues with as well as additional screens to

maintain a consistent design throughout the Special Collections site.

Intermediate Designs

Asmentioned above, our mid fidelity prototype used feedback from peers that was then

used in conducting user tests beforemoving on to the high fidelity prototype. For user

testing, we used convenience sampling due to time andmaterial constraints.We designed

a short user testing script in order to have 4 people evaluate ourmid-fidelity prototypes.
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Here, we asked users to give their initial impressions of the Figma prototypes compared to

the current webpage design. The script asked them to specifically look at the Search &

Discover, Special Collections Home, and Plan Your Research Visit pages that we provided

our first iterations of. From this part of the user testing, wewere able to provide a list of

common themes and things that users either liked in our new designs or still found

confusing.

Webpage Requirement
Addressed

Findings

Search &
Discover

Discovery
Tool
Navigation,
General
Navigation

● Table of Contents was strongly liked
● Back to Top buttonwasmore clear in new

position
● Liked how condensed tab viewwas but should be

more clear why it is broken into two sections

Special
Collections
Home

General
Navigation

● Quick links at top is good (possibly consider
getting rid of images andmaking them buttons or
icons)

● About Us at top was preferred
● Tab view preferred

Plan Your
Research
Visit

Requesting
Materials,
Aesthetic &
Emotional

● White Space helps break up the text
● Big numbers helpful but havemore balance

between size of numbers and text
○ About the the current page “seems a bit

overwhelming; "maybe because not
colored" (Participant 2)

● Alter the layout and sizes of the images with text
to bemore proportional

● Potentially have link to download steps
● Have aQuestion Button is good but in awkward

positioning

General General
Navigation,
Aesthetic &
Emotional

● Usemore icons to balance visuals with text
● Breadcrumbswere useful
● Toomuch text makes users less likely to read it all

○ Minimize large bodies of text
○ "When a bunch of writing on page I'm

just not gonna read it" (Participant 1)
● Pictures that are representative are appreciated
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The second part of the user testing further helped address our requirement regarding

aesthetic & emotional. It included an image sorting exercise to determine what kinds of

visuals were representative of the categories on the Special Collections website.We

selected 7-16 images for each of themain Discovery Tools andDepartments on Special

Collections and asked users to choose the one they thought best represented the

category after reading out a brief description of each. From this, wewere able to find

some recognizable images to suggest as well as some suggestions for additional photos

that BPL can take in the future to improve the images.We decided to use the commonly

chosen images in our high fidelity prototype for further testing in future iterations.

Discovery Tools Image Comments

Archives 1, 2, 3, 9,
13, 14

P1 + P3: liked how there were people interacting
with it
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P2: Older books relate to archives
P4: Likedwhen it was obvious that collections
were being shown

Research Catalog 1, 5 P4: Thinks card catalogs represent searching for
something

Collections A-Z 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 P1 + P3: 6 and 7 demonstrated the categories
P2: 5 and 9 showswhole library (representation of
all collections)
P4: Liked A-Z categories and cleanness but
wantedmore book/library rep.

Digital
Commonwealth

3, 5, 6 Image 3:More abstract/interpretive
Image 5:More clear and helps to distinguish
between digital commonwealth and internet
archives
Image 6: Showsmany items

Internet Archives 1, 2, 3, 6 Liked logowhen unsure of what the tool was

Blog Posts 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 Aspects that participants liked: writing, specific
artifacts, stuff that is at the Special Collections
reading room
P4 thought that 2 was the only one that
referenced blog explicitly

Departments Image Comments

Archives 1, 2, 5, 7 Can bemore general

Arts 2, 3, 7 Images withmore color. Images that show a
collection of art or a variety of what was labeled as
such.

Rare Books &
Manuscripts

1, 3, 4, 6, 7 Gloves caught participants attention
(demonstrate rarity of archives)
P4 liked when old books were shown - feels more
like they are rare that way
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We also participated in another round of peer critique with our UX classmates. In this

feedback session wewanted to get initial thoughts on our high fidelity wireframes.We

specifically wanted to get feedback on ourmain pages relating to the Search &Discover

tags, the Plan Your Research Visit page, and our design choices more generally. For the

Search &Discover tags, we got feedback in regards to creatingmore consistency with the

color along with a filtering system to help users identify the correct method to identify

what they are looking for.

For the Plan Your Research Visit page we got good feedback for improving navigation

through highlighting or zooming in on details in our annotated images and using color and

placement of text to help the user better understand how tomake an appointment. Across

all designs we got feedback about the hierarchy of information and limiting large blocks of

text.Wewill be going back and cutting down on text as well as moving content, like the

Quick Links on the Special Collections home to the top, for better navigation.

Between our quick round of testing and class feedback, the insights that we got have

informed further iteration to finalize our prototype. At this point, we have iterations for

themain Special Collections landing page, the Search &Discover page, and Request a

Research Visit page in full since these were the highest priority for our client.We also

have additional pages that are out of scope but are there in an effort to integrate our

design across the Special Collections page for consistency purposes.

Final Design Rationale

Our final prototype design was created using the user testing feedback from our low and

mid fidelity models.We also finalized our prototype using additional style guidelines and

information given to us from the official BPLwebsite standards in order to ensure

cohesion across the Special Collections pages.

In order to address the project and UX requirements, we had a high priority of making

sure that users could quickly navigate to Search &Discover and other key pages from the

side navigation while making it clear which Discovery Tools were for what purpose. These

directly influenced our choices tomake the sidebar navigation easier to understandwith

clear highlighting and icons as well as with providing suggestions for more indicative

images related to each department.

We alsomade sure to consult BPL branding guidelines and created a style guide that

ensured consistency across the website.
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Final Design Key Screens / Design Elements

“Special Collections: Home” Pages

Displayed on pages 31, 32, and 33 are high fidelity iterations of the “Special Collections:

Home” and “Special Collections: Search &Discover”, and “Special Collections: Plan Your

Research Visit” pages. These designs support our design requirements and reflect

feedback from both our Qualitative Assessment, Qualtrics survey, and user

testing/interview.

Onemajor changewemadewas improving site usability in terms of navigation. This

includes adding breadcrumbs to the top left and increasing the visibility of the “back to

top” button.We alsomade the left menumore intuitive by adding icons and emphasizing
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nested elements through indenting and arrows. For tabbed content, we bolded the

current tab andmade the outline darker to clarify the format and current state.

Another significant improvement wemadewas rearranging information architecture in

order to organize BPL Special Collections content in amore relevant, logical, and engaging

way. This includesmoving “About Us” to the top of the Homepage, adding a table of

contents, and putting tags on discovery tool and department tiles tomake it easier for

users to understandwhich department/tool best fits their needs.We alsomade tabs to

search by discovery tool or department.

Additionally, we elevated BPL Special Collections’ aesthetics by replacing current photos

for discovery tools and departments withmore descriptive and aesthetically pleasing

visuals, rounded the corners of rectangular elements, utilized drop shadow, and placed

uniform icons next tomenu text.We also specifically broke up the numbered steps on the

“Special Collections: Plan Your Research Visit” page with white numbers in red circles.We

made sure to break up big chunks of text too which not only looks better, but makes the

page easily scannable.
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“Special Collections: Search &Discover” Pages
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“Special Collections: Plan Your Research Visit” Page

Interactive Prototype

Our interactive prototypemainly attempts to capture the experience of using the Special

Collections part of the website. The navigation allows users to go from the homepage to

all the redesigned parts of Special Collections. Themain user flow here is that users would
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go to the Special Collections Home, then look for information about how tomake an

appointment or search for materials using Search &Discover.

Link to Prototype

Link to Prototype Video

Appendix

Appendix A

Heuristic Evaluation

Appendix B

Survey Design

Qualtrics Survey

SurveyQRCode

Appendix C

Usability Test / InterviewDesign and Script

Usability Test / InterviewNotes and Analysis Spreadsheet

Mid Fidelity User Test / InterviewDesign and Script

Mid Fidelity User Test / Interview Analysis Spreadsheet

Appendix D

BPL Figma Jam File (Affinity Diagrams, Use Case Scenarios. Other Ideation)

BPL FigmaDesign File (Personas, User Flow, Style Guide, andWireframes)
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